we present an algorithm for the identification of an unknown but bounded input to a nonlinear finite-dimensional system, based on observations taken at discrete time instants and corrupted by observation errors. This algorithm is stable with respect to observation and computational errors.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider a nonlinear differential equation of the form i(t) = f (x(t)) + Bu(t), t E P,Tl, 40) = x0, (1.1) where x E R'J, B is a q x n-matrix, and f is a function from ll%Q to itself.
The n-vector u describes a disturbance which is unknown and which we want to estimate on the basis of measures taken on the evolution of the system. But, we assume that it is known that the disturbance u is a bounded function, i.e., This We propose an algorithm which, at time t, elaborates the information previously obtained and produces a certain vector w, w = v(t), in such a way that the function U(S) gives an estimate of the unknown disturbance or input u; i.e., we want to construct a function v(e) on [O,T] such that where CL is a given tolerance. Moreover,
(1) we want to construct v(t), at time t, only on the basis of the information previously obtained, i.e., on the basis of the vectors & which have been observed at the times Tk < t;
(2) once the function v(e) is constructed on [0, Tk], we want to use further information in order to extend it to ('rk,'fk+l). We do not want to update the function constructed at times t 5 Tk.
It is clear that the problem posed above is ill posed even in the case that we can measure the exact value of z(t) at each time t. Hence, we must give an algorithm for the approximation of u(.) which, when properly performed, is stable. Moreover, we note that the input u is not unique. It is unique if and only if ker B = (0). We assume this condition.
If it is not satisfied, we apply the algorithm that we are going to describe on [ker B] I. In fact, we observe that any input u(.) which produces the output x(.) is given by u,(.) +G(.) with u*(t) E [kerB]l and C(t) E ker B a.e. If the input u(.) is bounded, then u,(.) is bounded too so that the assumption ker B = (0) is not restrictive.
In this case, there exists a unique input, we call it u,(.) for clarity, which produces the observed evolution CC(.) and, by assumption, u,(.) is bounded on [0, T].
Algorithms of dynamical reconstruction of unknown inputs u(.) have already been presented, see [I] , but under the assumption that the unknown input takes values in a known convex bounded and closed subset P E II??:
The algorithms were based on a combination of methods from guaranteed control theory, see [l], and the method of smoothing functional (Tikhonov's method) from the theory of ill-posed problems, se& [2, 3] . Various classes of systems and types of inputs where considered.
Key references are [4, 5] for systems described by ordinary differential equations, [6] for systems described by equations with time-lag; [7, 8] for systems described by distributed systems.
Let us emphasize that the information on the set P in condition (1.4) plays a key role in the algorithms described in [6,7,9-111. In the present work, we modify these algorithms so that it is possible to reconstruct control, without the assumption that the set P in (1.4) is known. Namely, we indicate an algorithm for the reconstruction of a control satisfying condition (1.2), without further information.
We note that algorithms of dynamical reconstruction of unbounded controls based on the discrepancy method (see [2] ) are given in [5, 8] . We refer to [12] for a different identification procedure.
THE RECONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE
We state explicitly our assumptions. We assume that the function f is Lipschitzian We present the procedure for the identification of the unknown input u(.). This procedure produces a function v which is constant on each interval (Tk, '&+I) and which of course depends on 72. We call it 21"(.).
Following the approach in [4-121, in order to solve the reconstruction problem, we associate an auxiliary model with system (1.1). The model system that we choose is described by
where v"(t) is the candidate approximant of u,(.). The idea of the reconstruction process is as follows: for each given IX, we have the observation instants '& = kT/n and the tolerance 1%. For simplicity, we relate h to n, h = h,. We assume that limh, =O.
Let us assume that the input u,(.) was estimated on [0,7k). In order to estimate the input on the next interval [?-k,Tk+l), we feed a test input w(.) to the auxiliary system (2.1) and we compare its output with the measured output of the given system (1.1). Among all possible inputs w(.) on [Tk, ?-k+l), we choose wn(.) to be that one which reduces a certain functional of the error as much as possible, as described below.
We choose sequences of positive numbers {d,} and {a,} in such a way that
The input w"(.) to the model system is defined as follows: we introduce 'ulk = w(Tk) and
w"(t) = w;,
The function w"(.) that we defined is constant on each of the intervals (7k, Tkfl). REMARK 1. We observe that w(.) is a function of n, although this does not appear from the notations; hence, we cannot assert that the previous constrained minimization problem is equivalent to a free minimization problem for d, large.
As a second observation, we note that we can use equivalently the penalization term cx,IBz~/~ instead, then a,lw12 in (2.3), since we assumed ker B = (0). This observation will be explicitly used below. I
The key result that we are going to prove is the following. If we have the further information that u,(e) is a function of bounded variation, then we have the explicit convergence estimate
The proof of the theorem follows a standard route (see [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ), once the next lemmas have been proved. Using Lemma 5, a standard procedure as in [4, 7] gives the first statement in Theorem 2. Now we outline the proof of the next lemma, which immediately gives the convergence estimate in Theorem 2. if we have the additional information that u* is a function of bounded variation, see [7, 9] .
The inequality in the previous lemma gives the convergence estimate in Theorem 2.
REMARK 7. Finally, we note that, if ker B # {0}, then the true input is u(.) while the proposed procedure identifies its projection u,(.) on [ker B]l (we noted that u,(.) is bounded if u(.) is). The input u,(.) is that input which produces the observed evolution z(.) and has minimal norm. a
